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PSM for policy 
evaluation
·Related approaches
·Our approach
·Using it in energy 

evaluation
·What next?

Systems mapping book

Overview



Special issue of Evaluation
‘ Policy evaluation for a complex world’

Editorial
‘Don’t panic’: bringing 
complexity thinking to UK 
gov
Commissioning and 
complexity
Participatory system 
mapping for evaluation
Systems-based ToC
Diagnostic evaluation with 
simulated probabilities
Case-based modelling for 
evaluation



PSM for policy evaluation

Basic premise
·We want better recognition of complexity 

and systems in evaluation
· But this can be hard, expensive, not useful
·How can we do it in a practical, useful and 

easy way?
·Turn ‘overwhelming complexity’ into 

‘actionable complexity’
·Connect to tried and tested approaches and 

tools of evaluation



Related approaches



Participatory Systems Mapping

Overview of whole system, 
emphasizes interactions
Collective understanding –
process/discussion
Captures diverse stakeholders’ 
knowledge & perspectives
Captures qualitative & quantified, 
works where data unavailable
Build in intuitive and flexible way
Large inclusive maps
Bespoke process design
Meaningful, usable analysis & 
insights

Invited participants collaboratively construct a simple causal model of their 
system, its components and drivers and their interdependencies 



Participatory Systems Mapping

Nodes -> Factors
· Variable in some sense

Edges -> Causal connections
· Positive, negative, complex, unclear

Process of building
· Define focal factor(s)
· Brainstorm what influences that, and 

what it influences
· Consolidate and discuss
· Build out from focal factors
· Directed prompts

Collect additional information
· Controllability / interventions
· Importance, and to who
· Vulnerable to change
· Anything else you want





Analysis

Overwhelming complexity -> actionable 
complexity
Submaps are
· Subsections of the network
· Define a factor as starting point based on

· Stakeholder suggested -> important, controllable etc.
· System suggested -> network analysis
· Context-driven -> ToC, C-M-O

· Create submap based on key questions
· What influences/influenced? Levers? Risks? Trade-offs? 

Interactions? Constraints? Context?
· Upstream or downstream “causal flow”, ego networks
· unions and intersections, all paths



Way to start Starting point options How to build Interpretation

Stakeholder-

suggested 

factors

Intervention or 

controllable factors

Downstream nodes and edges What is the intervention or controllable factor affecting? Unexpected indirect 

effects?
For multiple nodes create a union or 

intersection of multiple downstream submaps

How are multiple interventions complementing or clashing with each other?

Paths between intervention nodes and outcome 

nodes, including ego networks of nodes on 

paths

What does the intervention rely on to achieve its goals? What wider context 

might affect it?

Important or outcome 

factors

Upstream nodes and edges What is influencing the thing we care about? Constraints? Control? Buffered or 

buffeted?

For multiple nodes create a union or 

intersection of ego networks. Or, pull out paths 

between outcomes.

What trade-offs or synergies might there be between achieving the things we 

care about?

Ego networks What is influencing the thing we care about, what does it influence and how 

do those things interact?

Union or intersection of upstream nodes and 

edges

What factors influence multiple outcomes? Identify potential levers in the 

system, co-benefits, synergies, or risks.

Vulnerable to change 

factors

Up and/or downstream nodes and edges What might mitigate change in this factor? What impact might change have?

Union/intersection multiple downstream sub 

maps

Are there compound risks, how might interventions interact with external 

change?

System-

suggested 

factors

Influential (i.e. many 

outgoing connections)

Downstream nodes and edges What is this influential thing affecting? Vulnerability or lever?

Central to the map (i.e.

well-connected, or 

bridging)

Downstream and/or upstream nodes and edges What is influencing this central factor? What influence does it have? 

Bottleneck, bridge, transmitter?
Ego networks What does this factor bridge or connect?

Influenced (i.e. many 

incoming connections)

Upstream nodes and edges What is influencing this highly influenced factor? Buffered or buffeted?

Unusual network 

property

Any of the above Does this factor play an important but counter-intuitive role in the system?



Analysis



Analysis



Analysis



Energy trilemma case study

Prices <-> Carbon <-> Security of supply
Crowded policy landscape
PSM
· inform evaluation planning, prioritisation, and 

proportionality
· map to inform other ToC and logic models
· general-purpose resource - ‘up on the wall’

One full internal workshop, followed by 
multiple smaller meetings refining the map









Renewable Heat Incentive case study

Ongoing evaluation led by CAG 
consultants
RHI support for biogas and biomethane 
plants
· Big budget burner
· complex systems in their own right

External workshop with multiple meetings 
after refining map and using it
Map converted to l-R ToC-style





RHI - reflections from evaluation team

Mapping session was a relatively quick way to orient 
themselves to the policy area
Used the map to refine their intervention theory
· Sense check existing C-M-Os
· Look for new C-M-Os
· Consider which areas they had covered or not
· Inspiration for qualitative description of C-M-Os.

Informed scope
· System boundary = evaluation boundary?
· Question confirmation bias on impacts regularly articulated 

Informed topic guides for interviews
Informed stakeholder mapping and sampling 
Informed concepts to use in qualitative data analysis



Reflections on both case studies

Very different modes of how to use PSM
· Tendency towards beginning?
· New uses may emerge as you go

Generate new narratives
Identify new questions
A vehicle for more joined up policy cycle?
Connect more to ToC – Wilkinson et al. 
2021
Maps hard to communicate
· need to generate ownership and capacity



What next for PSM?

Currently
· Developing use in policy appraisal, design & delivery 
· Unifying ToCs across large programmes
· Combining with scenario analysis + risks of 

discontinuous change, vicious cycles
· System Resilience

PSM for Actionability Complexity & full methods 
guidance forthcoming
Subjective network analysis & submap extraction 
automated
How to bring in data and more traditional forms of 
evidence?
Submaps as Bayesian networks



And now, a shameless plug



Systems mapping book

Palgrave Pivot, Open access (free PDF), late 2021?
“Systems Mapping: what it is and how to do it”
Premise
· We need  richer, more nuanced, yet actionable and 

participatory understandings of the world 
· Complexity science and systems thinking offer us hope, 

but sometimes fail
· Technical ‘black box’ modelling,
· Metaphors and language which don’t directly lead to action,
· Exclude people
· Overwhelming and paralysing complexity

· Systems mapping can help, but
· Confusion about terms and differences
· Underappreciated value

· Let’s get past territorialism and understand the 
variety and value here

· Let’s develop practical guidance on how to choose 
and use these methods



Systems mapping book

Methods – ‘causal’ and ‘systems’
· Fuzzy Cognitive Mapping
· Participatory Systems Mapping
· Bayesian Belief Networks
· Causal Loop Diagrams
· System Dynamics
· Theory of Change
· Rich Pictures

Meta chapters
· Running workshops
· What knowledge and evidence can you use?
· Choosing and combining methods

Podcasts



A landscape of 
methods



Analysis and outputs landscape



Choosing 
and 
combining 
methods
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